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Ministry of Defence Approved Ceremonial Banners
In 2014, Cadet banners came under the auspices of the Army Honours and Distinctions Committee 
at MoD. After determining that Standards, Guidons, and Colours are borne by the Armed Services 
such nomenclature would be inappropriate for Cadet Contingents. However, a Stand of Banners 
comprising of a Union Banner and a Contingent Banner. would be appropriate. Only proviso would 
be no regimental devices or honours would be displayed. Banners would be purchased by private 
funding and provide a commonality in both design and usage. 

All Arms Marketing & Manufacturing Organisation have, in partnership with Cadet Kit Shop have 
been producing Army Cadet Force/Combined Cadet Force banners for over 30 years. We are fully 
conversant with the design and production requirement for these Banners and continue to work 
closely with both the Ministry of Defence and the College of Arms.  All Banner designs are sent to 
Army Honours and Distinctions Committee for approval before submitting to you, the client.

All banners will feature the Royal Crown of King Charles III. For full details of these banners and their 
specifications please refer to overleaf. 
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REGAL RANGE
Union Banner
42” x 36” double sided excluding fringe fully embroidered by hand in gold and silver bullion and coloured 
silks with the badge of the ARMY CADET FORCE or the COMBINED CADET FORCE within a circlet 
inscribed with the relevant title and surmounted by the Tudor Crown, all upon the ground of the Great 
Union, sleeved in red, edged gold metallic fringe and matching gold metallic cords and tassels.

Contingent Banner
42” x 36” double sided excluding fringe, fully embroidered by hand in gold and silver bullion and 
coloured silks with the badge of the ARMY CADET FORCE or the Schools authorised coat of arms 
or, by default, the CCF badge for the COMBINED CADET FORCE within a circlet inscribed with the 
relevant title, embroidered in gold lettering, the whole surmounted by the Tudor Crown within the 
Union wreath, all proper. All upon a ground of Royal blue, sleeved in red, edged gold metallic fringe 
and matching gold metallic cords and tassels.

CONSORT RANGE
Union Banner
42” x 36” double sided excluding fringe, silk screen printed in gold and silver and full colour to similar 
specification and design as for Regal Range appliquéd with the badge of the ARMY CADET FORCE 
or the COMBINED CADET FORCE within a circlet inscribed with the relevant title and surmounted by 
the Tudor Crown, all upon the ground of the Great Union, sleeved in red, edged gold silk fringe and 
matching gold silk cords and tassels.

Contingent Banner
42” x 36” double sided excluding fringe, silk screen printed in gold and silver and full colour to similar 
specification and design as for Regal Range appliquéd with the badge of the ARMY CADET FORCE 
or the Schools authorised coat of arms or, by default,  the CCF badge for the COMBINED CADET 
FORCE within a circlet inscribed with the relevant title and surmounted by the Tudor Crown, within the 
Union wreath, all proper. All upon a ground of Royal blue edged gold silk fringe and matching gold 
silk cords and tassels.

REGENT RANGE
Union Banner
42” x 36” double sided excluding fringe, colour screen printed throughout in gold and silver and full 
colour to similar specification and design as for Regal Range with the badge of the ARMY CADET 
FORCE or the COMBINED CADET FORCE within a circlet inscribed with the relevant title and 
surmounted by the Tudor Crown, all upon the ground of the Great Union, sleeved in red, 
edged gold metallic fringe and matching gold metallic cords and tassels.

Contingent Banner
42” x 36” double sided excluding fringe, colour screen printed throughout in gold and silver and full 
colour to similar specifications and design as for Regal Range with the badge of the ARMY CADET 
FORCE or the he Schools authorised coat of arms or, by default, the CCF badge for the COMBINED 
CADET FORCE within a circlet inscribed with the relevant title and surmounted by the Tudor Crown, 
within the Union wreath, all proper. All upon a ground of Royal blue edged gold metallic fringe and 
matching gold metallic cords and tassels.

FULL RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
All prices are upon application.
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